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* * * * *
Wisdom from Asekor’s Journal, Part Three

“And he hath filled him with the spirit of God, in wisdom, in understanding,
and in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship;”

EXODUS 35:31 (KJV)

ay heed to your dreams and you will find the answer that seem cryptic.

Ignore your steps and your walk will led you to the land of destitution, but nourish
it and the land of utopia is just a step at head.

Don’t deviate from the call of God for the call of man cause it’s bound to make
you fall, but embrace the call of God and you will find that it’s there to delineate
your path to a future of green pasture.

It is not how late you begin in life that defines you, it’s how sharp and strong you
remains that substantiate your walk.

In the midst of the storm, don’t pay heed to the terror that be falls you, but look
to the glory that your witness will sing of you when you’re long gone.

The heart is the wellspring of life so guard it and prevent the carnage soul from
coercing into it because once it is broken your soul will never find rest.

Engage in love with a heart that’s strong as iron caused once it is soften your life
will become a wildness cry and the place of rest will never touch your feet.

Adhere to the goals at hand and prevent adulteration with souls that are not align
with your vision
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There is an affinity with destiny and faith so wait on God’s promise and do not
compromise with the loveless foe.

God’s promise is destined to save the world at hand, not to appease your ego
therefore take heart in His promise and all your dreams will come to past.

Stand your ground when you are called to pick up your cross, don’t let go when
the terror of adversity over come your life, cause at the verge of letting go, the
moment of victory would rise to surface.

Mark the days of your miracle and don’t forget the witness that watch you suffer
because they are key to bringing the soul that’s lost to the dying wind.

When trouble overcomes your life and there seems to be no way, out count your
steps and you will find the strength to stay alive.

To lose a contentious companion and gain a friend that sticks closer than a
brother is to gain a future without destitution, therefore take heart when the
carnage soul abandon you, because you are in for a future flowing with milk and
honey.

When sin enters the heart, the path to righteousness is as analogous to the terror
of the winter night, therefore be mindful of the eyes and things it allows in the
heart.
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